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now, and the good news is there are a lot of gorilla movies out there right now." 

Through Peter Elliot, we were touted onto a young actor named Garon Michael, 

who played one of the lead Greys in Congo and the silverback in Instinct. It took 

until the first moment we saw Garon put on his arm extensions and bend to all 

fours to believe a young man as normal looking as he could transform himself 

into a gorilla. 

In a second workshop production in Los Angeles, at the Odyssey Theatre, we 

felt we needed an old actor to play Avrum and went with Andrew Prine and with 

the young Heather Tom (of daytime drama fame and another remarkable learner 

of ASL) as Allison. The problems of the play were not evident to me - and they 

really were my problems - until just recently. 

In early 2002, my friend Steve Wallace left the University of Oklahoma, 

where he had developed with me the massive Gulf War play Gunfighter: A Gulf 

War Chronicle. Steve became Dean of the School of Theatre at Florida State 

University. He asked me to sign on there for a couple years to help develop the 

playwriting program. I accepted FSU's Reynolds Eminent Scholar Chair. In so 

doing, I joined Jane Alexander and Ed Sherin on FSU's faculty. With Ed's 

incisive guidance, Gila became Prymate (though it was my wife Stephanie who 

actually came up with the title), and the play has taken on enhanced life. 

Ed suggested to me after his first reading that he didn't think I liked Avrum. 

Nor did he think the play was dangerous enough. Well, the idea that I didn't like 

A vrum was stunning to me, as one of the first things I preach to my young writing 

students is that a writer must like all his characters equally, even the one he/she 

may view as an antagonist or even a villain. I was guilty as charged. What Ed's 

remark meant to me also was that I had engendered Avrum with my dislike for 

him through a superfluity of verbiage. I went back to Avrum with love and a 

scalpel. 

The idea of increasing the danger manifested itself as part of the abridgement 

and humanizing of A vrum. It resulted in my viewing him through the prism of 
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our shared aging and our basic primordial passions. The primal release of feeling 

inside me served me and the play. 

I'm told I'm a "social realist." I think of myself as a "storyteller," though a lot 

of my stories have developed from the force of social issues that trouble or engage 

me: the Vietnam War; child abuse; our cultural obsession with celebrity; the 

perfidy of certain religious personages; and most recently, friendly fire. I know I 

have an abiding interest in our lineage, promulgated perhaps by teaching "African 

Genesis" for a' number of years as a young English instructor at NMSU. In any 

event, through the flotsam of the intellect and the mysteries of the imagination, 

one day there was a gorilla between two scientists with disparate interests. 

In film writing, I'm often required to outline a story in detail, thereby forced 

to decide things quickly that when I'm writing a play I can allow to evolve in their 

own sweet time - and though "sweet" is accurate to describe the progression, the 

"time" necessary can be abundant. As I grow older, ironically, I feel less 

compelled to wish creative time would hurry in my head as cosmic time passes 

away apace around me. 

My plays always require a couple of productions and several dozen drafts 

before I feel I've gotten where I'm capable of going. And as implied, ultimately I 

may not be the most insightful or knowledgeable about what exactly the process 

has wrought or the best person to label myself for the sake of comparison or 

convenience. I do know, if inspired by a social reality, once that broad cultural 

notion takes hold, the characters emerge as my consuming passion. Literature is 

about behavior, not philosophy or preachments. And a writer needs to care about 

all his characters equally, to free himself of personal bias and immerse himself in 

each of the senescent beings he hopes to put on a stage somewhere. I immersed 

myself anew in becoming the characters in Prymate in a paroxysm of vicarious 

experience. 

The miracle of theatre is that no matter how long I spend "being" my 

characters, they will only become their best selves when individual actors take 
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them away from me and make them more than I imagined. Such was the case 

with the new cast of Prymate: Phyllis and Heather again, joined by Andre De 

Shields and Robert Walden. Among the four of them, there are a bunch of Tony 

and Emmy awards and nominations. I thought they were fabulous and so, over 

the years, have their peers. 

I continually return to the theatre from the film business because of its 

hospitality to the writer. The theatre doesn't demand homogeneity or an appeal to 

the largest common denominator; theatre can be what it becomes. I've always 

said that I could decide to adapt a local phone book to the stage, and some theatre 

somewhere would bid me welcome to have at it with them. With Prymate, I set 

out consciously to write four equally large roles, two of which have added 

technical demands, one for a sign language interpreter and one for a gorilla. 

Actors, in my experience, are very brave people. It's easy to forget as we sit in 

the theatre taken in by the fluidity of a production how intractable a thing each 

performance and the whole were to find and make. 

The director is the person we all - writer, actors, designers - depend on to 

build homeostasis and to provide an overview of the whole. Ed Sherin is a legend 

in the American theatre, the director of over twenty Broadway productions, a 

Tony nominee for John Hopkins' Find Your Way Home. He works so well for 

me. 1 don't like to be talked at a lot - or, as my wife puts it, I have a hard time 

listening to voices outside my head for very long. On my tombstone will 

probably be: "Mark, what did I just say?" Ed is remarkably concise, insightful, 

and wants to defenestrate the forest of verbiage (I said verbosely) to tell the story! 

He's also a heck of a good editor, an ability that allows me the luxury of writing 

expansively and taxing him with the job of saying, "Do you really need this?" 

Sometimes we disagree. We are both too old to let hollow vanity preclude 

admitting we are occasionally wrong in our pronouncements. 

I've started a majority of my plays in academic settings. It just began that 

way in 1967 because I was teaching at New Mexico State University and was 
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encouraged by people there to write plays they would put on. I came to see the 

collaboration of professionals and aspirants, of teachers and students, as a very 

healthy and productive way to make theatre and education concurrently. My 

belief was reconfirmed at FSU. Sitting in a production meeting or rehearsal with 

visiting professionals, resident staff, and students, making an integrated whole, I 

was pleased and grateful as I had always been at NMSU, at the University of 

Oklahoma, at Great Valley High School in Malvern, Pennsylvania, at Casper 

College in Wyoming, at ~orth Lake College in Dallas. 

I trust the students who did "gorilla" with Garon Michael (our gorilla 

instructor, graCious enough to teach Andre when Ed and I decided we had to have 

an older actor play the aging gorilla) and participated in workshops given by the 

four incredible actors in the FSU production felt their educations were enhanced. 

I hope my writing students got something from watching me conduct myself as a 

playwright in a rehearsal process, interacting with director, actors, designers, and 

staff. 

At the ages of my students, I was blessed by my associations with other 

aspiring artists as well as various teachers and guides willing to share what they 

knew with me as well as their encouragement of my aspirations. I still love being 

a student, having guides, as much as I enjoy being a guide for others. The artistic 

and educational lives are better than good; both are a privilege. 

Where Prymate will end up is anybody's guess, but so far the journey into the 

wilderness has been breathtaking. 

It is ever thus. 

Mark Medoff 

February 2004 




